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BOOK REVIEW

Essential Readings in Wildlife Management and
Conservation

Edited by Paul R. Krausman & Bruce D. Leopold
Publisher: The John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 2013, 682 pp.
ISBN: 978-1-4214-0818-7 (hardback)

PaulKrausmanandBruceLeopold clearlyput a lot of thought and effort into thevolume theydescribe as a
collectionof the"classic and fundamentalpapers that form the coreof the scienceofwildlifemanagement".
This book contains 42 papers on different subjects and is divided into four sections: Our philosophical
roots; Animals, ecology and populations; Habitat; and Human dimensions. Each section contains a
variable number of papers arranged in chronological order and each paper has some interesting
introductorynotesbyKrausmanandLeopold, followedbyauseful list of related readings.Thefirst section
includes several papers byAldoLeopoldwhich help set the stage for the early years ofwildlife conservation
inNorthAmerica.The second section contains 22papers andpresentsworkby somenoted early ecologists
including Charles Elton, Paul Errington and Lamont Cole. The habitat section has only seven papers, but
they include work by Victor Shelford, Frederic Clemens and Paul Dalke. The final section addresses the
relatively new field of human dimensions in wildlife conservation and includes four papers on human
dimensions andbiodiversity. It also contains apaper onguidelines for authorshipwhich seemsoutofplace.

The editors state that this book addresses the needs of wildlife academicians, professionals, students,
high school science teachers and interested lay persons. If true, this volume would provide an incredibly
valuable contribution towildlifemanagement and conservation. In their introduction, the editors extol the
volume’s virtues to university faculties and students; they also explain its possible relevance to high school
science teachers and students, and they discuss its usefulness to the general public. In contrast, they do not
mention the book’s usefulness or appeal to wildlife professionals employed outside of a university setting
despitemaking the claim that it addresses the needsof this group. In describing the book’s potential appeal,
it seems as if they have cast their net a bit too wide. The volume’s greatest utility will likely be to university
faculties and students; it will probably have limited appeal towildlife professionals outside of this group. It
alsohas adecidedlyNorthAmericanslant, althoughEltonwasatOxfordand somepapers fromAustralian
biologists are included.

Krausman and Leopold indicate that the 42 papers contained in this volume were selected from a
broader list of 120 or so which they believed were "classics in the field". Considering that five of the 42
paperswhich they selectedwerepublishedbetween1991and2010and sixof the 42werepublished inoutlets
other than peer-reviewed journals, the editors’ use of the term ’classic’ may be somewhat of an
overstatement. At least eight of the 42 papers address some aspect of mammal ecology or management;
however, I could not find a single paper that focused largely on avian ecology or management (although
two papers used birds as examples in dealing with ecological concepts). This oversight may represent the
editors’ view that nowork on this subject could be considered ’classic’ or ’fundamental’, but this omission
more likely simply represents the editors’ interests and experience. The editors suggest that their selections
werebased inpart oncommunicationwithotheruniversitywildlife faculties andalsowere influencedby the
number of citations a paper had. Regardless, it appears as though the selection process was largely
subjective and basedon the editors’ opinions. The volume’s usefulness tomanagement biologistswill likely
be limited because it lacks fundamental publications on harvest management and avian ecology and
management. Nevertheless, this does not detract from the overall value of this collection of papers. The
volume is a convenient reference of some classical work and a number of biologists may want to add it to
their collection.
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Idaho Department of Fish and Game
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